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Consultation
Every Consultation incorporates applications of the classical school of Feng Shui;
combination of Form, Compass and Flying Stars.
Prerequisites for the Consultation:
1. Floor plan (to scale; indicating all windows, doors, etc.).
Please note: The floor plan is crucial for the Feng Shui Consultation and the more
exact it is, the more exact the results will be. Ideally, the plan – for each floor –
should cover at least a regular page (A4).
If the floor plan is not available for any reason, a new plan may be requested
(please refer to price list for details).
2. Date of birth, and time if known, for resident(s)/business owner(s) (and
most important employees).
The consultation process and the report
The Consultation provides the client with a very comprehensive service and
incorporates a detailed Report. The Report contains suggestions based on classical
Chinese Imperial Feng Shui methods, and gives practical instructions.
1.

A maximum of 2 hours* will be spent on site, covering the inside and outside of the
domestic or business property.

2. The Report will be sent to you within 10-14 working days after the Consultation.
3. The client will be contacted (via telephone or email) in order to discuss any questions
you may have after your receiving of the Report.
4. For any further inquiries, the client will have the opportunity to make inquiries (via
telephone or email) for 30 days.
* NB: The length of time that a consultation takes for a business varies greatly according to its size
and the number of recommendations or design advice required.

http://www.annadunfengshui.com/candp.pdf
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Additional Services
Chinese Astrological Report & Forecast





Four Pillars of Destiny. The unique Chinese zodiac sign calculations and a
detailed description of personal traits in health, wealth and relationship with
suggestions how to overcome the difficulties and achieve the desirable results.
Day Master (personal supportive element) and 10 years Luck Pillars’ calculations.
Best position for work and sleep.
Auspicious/Inauspicious Days Forecast for a year (identifies lucky and unlucky
days for different activities: such as, moving house, starting a business, health
issues).

Auspicious Days


Auspicious/Inauspicious Days Forecast for a year (identifies lucky and unlucky
days for different activities: such as, moving house, starting a business, health
specialist visit and surgery dates).

Auspicious Days for Marriage


Selecting the favourable date(s) over the year for both the Bride and Bridegroom;
to ensure the lucky beginning of their new life. The auspicious/inauspicious days
for corporate, private and family events may also be advised.

Seating Plan


This plan is calculated by the birth dates of the main guests and selects the best
position and combination to ensure a joyful and successful atmosphere. This
service is usually requested for important family events (such as a wedding
and aniversery) and corporate meetings to achieve best results.

http://www.annadunfengshui.com/candp.pdf
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Price List
Feng Shui Consultation including Report:
Domestic Property. Rates from:
Business Property. Rates from:
Chinese Astrological Report & Forecast (including Auspicious Days)

£ 250.00
£ 550.00
£ 450.00

Auspicious Days (for the upcoming year)
Moving home; starting business and other ventures
Best dates for a wedding (based on bride & groom)
Health issues and surgeries
Seating plan for corporate, private and family events
Floor plan (/floor) for Domestic Property (from)
for Business Property
Other services:
Travel – Air fare/train tickets at cost, incl. overnight accommodation +
subsistence.
Telephone Consultation (/30 minutes)
Macrobiotic Lunches (for two persons)

£ 100.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00
By quotation

£ 20.00
By quotation
By quotation

£ 30.00
£ 80.00

* NB: VAT is not applied to charges.
** A non-refundable booking fee (usually 30%) will be requested at the time of the booking. You may pay
either by bank transfer, by cheque or by cash to secure your Consultation date. Balance of payment is
due on the day of the Consultation. All consultations are tailored to the client and a quote will be provided
in advance.
*** All charges will have travel as an additional cost, if appropriate.
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